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ABSTRACT Despite the increased number of International Environmental Re-
gimes (IERs), gradually worsening environmental indicators have made 
the effectiveness of regimes a current and controversial issue. Doubtlessly, 
regimes are one of the most significant tools of global environmental gov-
ernance. Enabling interstate cooperation, increasing knowledge about eco-
logical problems, keeping these problems on the agenda, and providing 
relative improvement in some issue areas are the positive outcomes of re-
gimes. However, IERs are institutions that are currently based on the stable 
and predictable earth system conditions of the Holocene Epoch. Therefore, 
IERs are unlikely to operate effectively under the unpredictable and unsta-
ble conditions of the new, Anthropocene era. Based on this argument, this 
article attempts to reveal that the effectiveness of regimes depends on their 
capacity to cope with the challenges of the Anthropocene. Regimes can con-
front these challenges by adopting a holistic earth system perspective based 
on the integrity of socio-ecological systems and planetary boundaries.
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Introduction

At the dawn of the 50th anniversary of the 1972 Stockholm Conference 
on March 18, 2022, a turning point in the development of international 
environmental policies, unprecedented temperatures were recorded si-

multaneously in the polar zones of Earth. In the face of the abnormal 40°C and 
30°C above-average temperatures in Antarctica and the Arctic respectively, 
calling attention to unpredictable extremes, climatologists highlighted that the 
temperature expectations in the polar zones should be revised −yet again.1 Al-
most every day, extreme weather events, such as heavy rainfall, floods, tsuna-
mis, hurricanes, tornados, landslides, heat waves, and forest fires, occur in dif-
ferent parts of the world. These catastrophic events reveal that the permanent 
and far-reaching impact of human activity on the planet is causing serious and 
unpredictable changes in the biophysical processes of the earth system. The 
magnitude of these human-driven changes has led many scientists to believe 
that we are about to enter into (or have entered) a new geological epoch called 
the Anthropocene: an era in which human activity is the dominant factor in-
fluencing the climate and the environment,2 and the stable and predictable 
conditions of the Holocene are left behind. 

The international community has been working to overcome the difficulties 
of implementing global environmental governance and generating solutions 
to environmental problems for over 50 years, particularly through Interna-
tional Environmental Regimes (IERs) and the multilateral environmental 
agreements (MEAs) that set the basis of these regimes. The International En-
vironmental Agreements Database includes over 1,300 MEAs and over 2,200 
bilateral environmental agreements.3 In spite of these efforts and the huge 
number of IERs, ongoing, rapid increases in environmental change are a para-
doxical phenomenon. Thus, the effectiveness of IERs has always been a matter 
of controversy. 

The present study suggests that the scope of mainstream discussions over the 
effectiveness of IERs should be expanded to consider the earth system per-
spective, since the contextual conditions in which IERs function are changing 
fundamentally in the Anthropocene. The earth system perspective refers to 
a holistic approach that can deal better with the complexities and inherent 
uncertainties of the Earth System. A generally accepted final determinant of 
regime effectiveness is a match between the institutional structure of the re-
gime and the problem it tackles.4 However, it is difficult to claim that IERs 
are institutions that can confront the challenges brought about by today’s un-
precedented earth system conditions since IERs are grounded on the stable 
and predictable earth system conditions of the Holocene and an international 
system consisting of sovereign states that are territorially separated from each 
other.5
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IERs are organized around the purpose 
of reducing the pressure on ecosystems 
and leaving a healthy and balanced en-
vironment for future generations. Such 
a concern not only puts off the problem 
temporarily but is far from compre-
hending the interconnectivity between 
the elements of the ecosystem, the com-
plex socio-ecological processes at work 
within that system, and the new systemic conditions that are emerging as a result 
of excessive human intervention. In addition, relations among states are gradu-
ally being more affected by changes in the earth system than by political changes. 
Many problems on the horizon due to the transformation of the earth system, 
such as the disappearance of small island states from the world stage, massive 
migrations, the marginalization of vulnerable communities, economic collapse, 
increased poverty and inequality, are problems that will be caused more and 
more by changes in the earth system rather than primarily by political change.6

Aiming to draw attention to the importance and necessity of the earth sys-
tem perspective in the effectiveness of IERs, the present study consists of three 
sections. The first focuses on mainstream discussions over the effectiveness 
of environmental regimes. The second defines the new trends in organizing 
the institutional structure of environmental regimes. The final section explains 
IER features that may prevent them from coping with the challenges of the 
Anthropocene and presents viable recommendations for the inclusion of the 
earth system perspective into environmental regimes.

Traditional Discussions over the Effectiveness of IERs

The number of IERs has rapidly increased since the 1972 Stockholm Con-
ference, which strongly highlighted the importance of multilateralism in the 
environmental field. Studies evaluating the effectiveness of environmental re-
gimes have been noticeable, particularly since the 1990s, and have been con-
ducted mainly within the discipline of International Relations (IR). As a re-
sult, the question of effectiveness has been approached from a state-centered 
understanding in line with the general framework of the IR discipline, which 
focuses its analysis on the question of how states act/would act under different 
conditions. As an extension of this understanding, regimes are seen as a set 
of rules that define how actors behave when faced with certain problems or 
situations. Krasner’s definition of a regime is significant since it reflects this 
perspective clearly: “Regimes can be defined as sets of implicit or explicit prin-
ciples, norms, rules, and decision-making procedures around which actors’ 
expectations converge in a given area of international relations.”7

The earth system perspective 
refers to a holistic approach 
that can deal better with the 
complexities and inherent 
uncertainties of the Earth 
System
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The key fact that stands out in different definitions is that regimes are tools that 
regulate and coordinate the behavior of state and non-state actors in an estab-
lished manner.8 In definitions and studies concerning international regimes, 
the function of regimes to resolve problems generally remains in the back-
ground. This naturally raises the question: What indicator should be measured 
when evaluating the effectiveness of a regime? A significant dichotomy is ob-
vious in discussions over the evaluation of the effectiveness of environmental 
regimes in the literature:9 Should evaluations be based on whether the regime 
solves the problem it deals with –or whether it makes the desired change in the 
behavior of the actors concerned (namely states)? There is a tacit consensus in 
the literature that the final indicator of effectiveness should be the solution to 
the problem at stake.10 However, both because it is considered difficult to con-
duct an effectiveness analysis of this indicator, and because such an analysis 
is seen as being outside the main focus of the discipline (analysis of the state’s 
behavior), it is nonetheless a common trend to consider behavioral indicators 
in the evaluation of effectiveness. 

The question as to whether environmental indicators or behavioral indicators 
should be considered in the evaluation of the effectiveness of environmen-
tal regimes gives rise to two separate concepts of effectiveness: environmental 
effectiveness and institutional effectiveness. Environmental effectiveness ad-
dresses the contribution of the regime to the solution of the environmental 
problem it deals with. However, conducting effectiveness analyses of prob-
lem-solving is a challenging task for several reasons.11First, if the assessment 
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is based on problem-solving, many envi-
ronmental regimes would be qualified as 
unsuccessful. This would make both the 
existence of the regimes and the gains they 
have achieved in the process of their prob-
lem-solving efforts meaningless. At this 
point, the focus can be placed on relative 
development or improvement. The contri-
bution made by the regime to the solution 
of the problem can be determined by us-
ing different methodologies to compare 
the existing conditions with hypothetical 
conditions in which the regime is not present or to compare the conditions 
before the regime intervened with the existing conditions, or to measure the 
gap between the existing conditions and the collective optimum.12 In this case, 
however, the lack of environmental data, as a critical obstacle, would restrict 
a sound evaluation. The second reason is the difficulty of determining the ex-
tent to which a change occurring in the environment can be attributed to the 
regime. Corollary to that, some changes in environmental conditions can be 
clearly measured, but are in no way related to the actions of the regime. For 
example, it would be misleading to view the effect of the economic recession 
during the COVID-19 period on reduced carbon emissions as a success of the 
climate regime. 

Given these difficulties, the focus is generally on the institutional context of 
effectiveness. Institutional effectiveness suggests that a regime creates a change 
in an actor’s behavior that would not occur without the regime in the context 
of a well-functioning institutional structure and cooperation.13 In this regard, 
the main framework of an effectiveness analysis is formed by such questions 
as whether the regime provides the development of a cooperative behavioral 
model between the parties or whether the regime affects a change in the on-
going behaviors of the actors. Here, the focus is placed on the institutional 
functioning of the regime rather than the solution to the problem in evaluating 
the effectiveness of the regime. 

Regimes institutionally assume many important functions in the international 
system. These include providing a basis for cooperation, reconciling inter-
ests, increasing knowledge concerning the problem, and sharing experiences 
among parties. However, such outcomes of a regime are not generally suffi-
cient in solving the problem that is the reason for the existence of the regime. 
IERs cannot be reduced to institutions that are established to steer states’ be-
havior in order to overcome the anarchy intrinsic in the structure of the in-
ternational system in such an issue area where mutual dependency and joint 
interests are in question. Environmental regimes are developed in response to 

Environmental regimes 
are developed in response 
to certain environmental 
problems and their final 
aim is to generate solutions 
to these problems 
by regulating actors’ 
behaviors in the issue area
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certain environmental problems and their 
final aim is to generate solutions to these 
problems by regulating actors’ behaviors 
in the issue area. The problem-solving ca-
pacity of regimes is closely related to their 
institutional designs as well. Therefore, an 
effectiveness evaluation that is not based 
on problem-solving would not contribute 

to revealing the conditions under which regimes can be more successful. Yet, 
the new and unique conditions imposed by the ecological crisis necessitate an 
expectation of performance beyond behavioral adaptation to the rules of the 
regime. Trying to explain actors’ behavior alone would remain insufficient in 
evaluating the effectiveness of environmental regimes without analyzing how 
effectively an international problem is tackled or how it could be tackled in a 
more effective way.14 Hence, environmental and institutional indicators should 
be dealt with together when evaluating the effectiveness of environmental 
regimes.

Another issue that comes up in evaluations concerning regime effectiveness 
is that of comparing regimes in terms of effectiveness. Comparing different 
regimes in terms of effectiveness is considered beneficial to explore the qual-
ities or conditions that make regimes successful.15 Comparative analyses are 
important in discovering whether certain qualities pertaining to the institu-
tional structure are specific to certain contexts or not. This is because some 
institutional qualities function well under certain conditions, yet yield nega-
tive results under other conditions. Thus, many researchers think that it is im-
possible to understand the difference between the effectiveness of two regimes 
without analyzing the difference in the nature of the problem.16 Therefore, the 
most critical determinant of the effectiveness of a regime is considered to be 
the structure of the problem with which the regime deals. 

The structure of the problem at stake determines both the institutional struc-
ture of the regime and the context in which the regime is functioning. Solv-
ing the problem becomes more difficult and the effectiveness of the regime 
decreases when, for example, there is a high level of scientific uncertainty 
about the problem, the problem results from economic activities and affects 
the states’ economic interests, or there is a lack of consensus among parties on 
the policies regarding a solution.17 However, the fact that the problem is chal-
lenging to solve does not necessarily mean that the regimes in the given field 
are doomed to ineffectiveness. Many researchers concentrate on institutional 
structure as opposed to problem structure in determining regime effective-
ness. Claiming that strong institutional structures that approach the problem 
in all its aspects can succeed in solving difficult problems, they address the 
importance of institutional structure in the effectiveness of regimes.18

Regimes that can achieve 
optimal balance among 
different options related to 
their institutional structure 
tend to be more effective
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A significant dimension of studies on evaluating regime effectiveness is made 
up of identifying the factors that determine the effectiveness of the regime. 
While this effort is extremely important in terms of creating more effective 
regimes, it does not seem possible to define standard elements regarding the 
factors that determine the effectiveness of a regime. Each regime has its own 
specific context, and the factors determining its effectiveness differ from one 
regime to another. Studies conducted in the field tend to focus on three ar-
eas regarding the factors determining the effectiveness of a regime: Some re-
searchers point out the importance of non-regime factors in the effectiveness 
of a regime, others focus on the regime building and negotiation processes 
while others look into the institutional structure of the regime itself.19 Extrinsic 
factors mainly refer to the context in which the regime is functioning. In this 
regard, such factors as a reliable international environment, sensitivity to envi-
ronmental issues, a strong political will, sufficient willingness, and the capacity 
of state parties are considered to increase the effectiveness of regimes. 

Still another factor that can measure the effectiveness of IERs involves the dy-
namics pertaining to the building process of regimes. Regarding the problem 
underlying the regime, disagreement in the interests and priorities of the par-
ties, differences in the cost of the regime for the parties, and conflicts between 
the parties over the importance and cause of the problem affect the regime’s 
rules, and thereby its effectiveness.20 In addition, the inability to create the op-
portunity for equal representation in negotiations and failure to see solutions 
for the problem as legitimate and fair reduce regime effectiveness by influenc-
ing the parties’ relations with the regime from the very beginning.21

Another factor affecting regime effectiveness is the structure of the regime it-
self. In fact, since the structure of a regime is a consequence of the building 
process of the regime, these two factors should not be evaluated independently 
of each other. In analyses focusing on the regime structure, several institu-
tional qualities that can make regimes effective are highlighted, such as the 
nature of the rules of the regime, its decision-making procedures, processes for 
monitoring, auditing, enforcement, financing, and compliance mechanisms, 
the power of the secretariat, and the regime’s relationship with non-state ac-
tors. Strong rules that deal with the problem in all aspects are generally ac-
cepted as a factor in increasing the effectiveness of a regime. However, the 
fact that regime rules require significant, comprehensive, and costly behavior 
changes may challenge the compliance level of the parties with the regime. In 
other words, strong rules may not always bring about the desired effect. It is 
highly important that the rules of the regime are fair or at least perceived as fair 
by the parties in terms of burden-sharing. 

Another factor that could be considered within the context of the institutional 
structure of a regime is its decision-making procedure. A decision-making 
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procedure that relies on unanimous voting increases the regime’s legitimacy 
and positively affects the applicability of its decisions. However, since unanim-
ity requires that all parties agree upon the decision, it may hinder the regime 
from making stronger decisions. Similar dilemmas surround issues such as the 
role of the secretariat and the quality and rigor of monitoring and compliance 
mechanisms. Such problems concerning the institutional structure of a regime 
should be resolved considering the nature of the problem tackled by the re-
gime and the context in which the regime is functioning. Regimes that can 
achieve optimal balance among different options related to their institutional 
structure tend to be more effective.22

One important factor in evaluating the effectiveness of environmental re-
gimes is the attitude of the parties toward the regime since the effectiveness 
of a regime is not only dependent on its structure, but also on the compliance 
of the parties with the regime. The willingness and capacity of the parties 
are as important as the structure or the quality of the regime for the parties 
to implement a regime effectively. Therefore, it is highly important in terms 
of effectiveness analysis to assess the compliance of state parties with a given 
regime and determine the reasons why they succeed in or fail to fulfill their 
obligations.23

New Trends in International Environmental Regimes 

One of the most important properties of IERs is dynamism. Environmen-
tal regimes may make changes in their institutional structures and function 
depending on developments emerging over time. For instance, they may ar-
range new agreements or protocols, include new organs within their bod-
ies, and add new mechanisms to their institutional structures. The history 
of environmental regimes, which can no longer be considered short, enables 
them to proceed by learning from their previous experiences. Over the past 
50 years, new ideas have come out as to which methods and tools to use to 
overcome the bottlenecks and deadlocks encountered by regimes and how to 
make more progress.

It is possible to group the changes observed in the institutional structure of en-
vironmental regimes, as the most critical tools of global environmental gover-
nance, under a few topics. One of the main tendencies involved in the process 
of change concerns the nature of the rules of the regime. Documents of soft 
law that are non-binding, and goal setting but not rulemaking have attracted 
growing interest. Parallel with this, the second tendency is to strengthen the 
regime’s procedures of transparency and accountability. Another tendency is 
to create a profile revealing that environmental justice concerns are taken into 
consideration in the regime outcomes in line with the empowered environ-
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mental justice movement. Finally, increas-
ing interventions to strengthen the con-
nections of the regime with stakeholders 
has proven effective in recent years. 

The year 2015 is significant in terms of 
marking tangible examples of regimes that 
engage in goal setting but not rulemaking. 
The Paris Agreement, the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), and the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Re-
duction are the most visible examples of this approach. Unlike the others, the 
Paris Agreement is a legally binding arrangement that requires ratification 
and envisages a supervision process. Yet similar to the SDGs and the Sendai 
Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction, the Paris Agreement provides guid-
ing principles for voluntary action or contribution.24

Studies conducted on environmental regimes in earlier periods frequently 
note the following shortcomings: the regime rules did not involve strict or 
specific obligations, and the provisions of the agreement were ambiguous and 
constituted an overall call for the parties. Such characteristics further caused 
environmental agreements to be qualified as ‘lowest common denominator 
agreements. The lowest common denominator refers to the bottom line of the 
measure to which the parties could consent for participating in the regime. 
The state(s) whose participation is essential for the solution of the problem, 
but whose interest and thereby willingness to participate is the lowest deter-
mine the lowest common denominator.25 Such regimes enhance participation 
while producing little or no effect. The fact that a regime is supposed to clarify 
the expected/desired behavior to differentiate compliance from non-compli-
ance was also among the issues reported by early studies.26

Based on these criticisms, it has been stressed that there is a need for stron-
ger, more specific, and binding arrangements for the success of environmental 
regimes. Increased demands in this direction have inspired a number of in-
terventions aiming to strengthen environmental regimes. The Kyoto Protocol, 
the Montreal Protocol, the Basel Ban Amendment, and the Basel Protocol on 
Liability are interventions that constitute examples of the effort to strengthen 
regimes and clarify liabilities. However, except for the Montreal Protocol, it is 
not possible to suggest that these strengthening interventions have managed 
to achieve the expected effect. Problems encountered, particularly in partici-
pation in and compliance with the regime, have resulted in stepping back on 
this path. 

The bottleneck experienced in this regard gave rise to a new approach in the 
field of environmental regimes: A more flexible structure functioning over 

Environmental regimes 
may make changes in their 
institutional structures and 
function depending on 
developments emerging 
over time
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non-binding commitments and voluntary con-
tributions has been rising as a current trend 
in environmental regimes. It is assumed that 
a solution process based on flexible, voluntary 
contributions instead of top-down, compulsive 
arrangements would produce more effective re-
sults. It is also possible to consider these soft law 
regimes as subsets of IERs.27

This new approach is thought to have certain su-
periorities in ensuring parties’ participation in 

and compliance with the regime. Stricter arrangements where liabilities are 
determined by the regime in a top-down manner are considered less desirable 
since they restrict the actors’ behaviors and even their sovereignty. However, 
participation, especially that of key actors, is a critical factor for regime ef-
fectiveness. In order to achieve this, it is thought that instead of regimes that 
almost justify actors’ existing behavior or do not require any radical behavior 
change, significant changes can be made with goal-setting, soft-law regimes 
over time. In this respect, it can be said that goal-setting, soft-law regimes have 
such advantages as focusing on the subject, improving the learning process, 
accelerating efforts, and achieving a higher level of participation and compli-
ance.

It will become clear in time whether regimes that are non-binding in terms of 
commitment or based on voluntary contributions will produce more effective 
results or not. It is too early to make a final judgment about these regimes at 
this time. With that said, the data obtained from existing implementations 
show that soft-law regimes have so far failed to produce results that are as 
successful as expected or assumed.28 For instance, although the Paris Agree-
ment set the main goal to limit temperature increases to 1.5-2°C compared to 
the pre-industry period, the voluntary contributions of countries are, unfor-
tunately, at a level that could cause temperature increases of 3-3.5°C by the 
end of the century. Similarly, Wanners’s case study on the effectiveness of soft 
laws reports that while these regimes are successful in achieving widespread 
participation, the issue of parties’ compliance with the regime remains am-
biguous.29

One trend that has attracted increasing attention in environmental regimes 
is the development of effective and strong supervision mechanisms that do 
not involve enforcement in ensuring and monitoring the parties’ compliance 
with the regime. The strengthened transparency framework, functioning on 
the basis of the accountability principle to eliminate the deficiencies of the 
existing reporting liability, is an important step taken in this direction. It is 
among the main agenda topics to develop verification procedures to increase 

It should be underlined 
that there is a strong 
social movement 
for environmental 
justice, which places 
serious pressure on 
environmental regimes
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the reliability of self-reports in order to provide confidence among the parties 
and facilitate compliance through capacity building and incentives instead of 
forcing parties into compliance or punishing non-compliance.

Normative values like justice and equality have gradually increased in impor-
tance in environmental regimes since these values directly affect such parame-
ters as states’ being a party to the regime, parties’ compliance with the regime, 
and overall regime effectiveness. However, it is controversial whether IERs 
include these values or not. Environmental regimes appear to adopt the prin-
ciple of “common but differentiated responsibility;” this principle ensures that 
environmental standards envisaging different responsibilities suitable for the 
capacities of the states are adopted and implemented, and form a basis for fi-
nancial and technical support mechanisms that can help underdeveloped and 
developing countries fulfill their commitments.30

Adoption of this principle is an unquestionably important step. However, 
the principle does not cover all of the injustice and inequality integral to the 
problem tackled by environmental regimes. Environmental justice, as a com-
prehensive and flexible concept, recapitulates ongoing systemic injustice and 
inequality in many fields and expresses the demands for justice in relation to 
the elimination of these problems. For example, corrective and compensatory 
justice demands attention to the vulnerable groups that are affected in a dis-
proportionate and unfair way by the problem tackled by the regime; intergen-
erational justice makes demands that bring up the rights of future generations; 
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procedural justice demands that emphasize 
the opportunity of equal representation in 
negotiations and ecological justice demands 
that the rights of all non-human elements be 
brought together under the roof of environ-
mental justice. 

It is not possible to say that the justice de-
mands associated with different aspects of 
environmental justice can be met in envi-
ronmental regimes.31 Nonetheless, it should 
be underlined that there is a strong social 

movement for environmental justice, which places serious pressure on envi-
ronmental regimes. The acceleration of the environmental justice movement, 
particularly in the Conferences of the Parties of environmental regimes, and 
the intense interest of the media and society in the movement have made it 
difficult for regimes to stay indifferent to the issue. In this regard, it could be 
suggested that environmental justice, albeit not in operational terms, has come 
into consideration at a discourse level in environmental regimes. 

Another tendency in the development of environmental regimes is to 
strengthen the regime’s ties with stakeholders. Problems dealt with by envi-
ronmental regimes are considerably complex. Many actors take part both in 
causing and in the solution of the problem. Although regimes are social insti-
tutions that include states and non-state actors, states are still the dominant ac-
tors in the ratification and operation of regimes. This is an important question 
for both designing effective regimes and ensuring their implementation. In 
addition to governments, mechanisms that would ensure more effective par-
ticipation of non-governmental organizations (NGOs), inter-governmental 
organizations, private sector institutions, local governments, epistemic com-
munities, and even individuals are extremely important in regime develop-
ment and implementation. 

Some regimes have made significant steps to this end. For instance, the climate 
regime has made calls for strengthening the roles of stakeholders, particularly 
of cities and local governments, and has conducted joint operations with sci-
entific advisory bodies like the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Techno-
logical Advice (SBSTA), which it includes within its structure, in addition to 
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), a strong epistemic 
community. Moreover, the cooperation established by the Basel Convention 
with Interpol and the World Customs Organization in tracking illegal waste 
transfer, and with waste-producing multinational companies in waste reval-
uation are other examples revealing the inclusion of external stakeholders in 
the process. Similarly, strong and formal connections established by natural 

With a state-centric 
perspective, it is not 
possible to define the 
problem correctly or to 
develop ambitious norms 
that actually correspond 
to the nature of the 
problem
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protection regimes with NGOs as independent compliance monitoring bodies 
can be assessed as examples of strengthening the roles of external stakeholders 
in the regime. Other stakeholders to mention are doubtlessly other environ-
mental regimes that operate in a similar issue area. Mutual interaction and 
synergy among climate and ozone regimes, for example, and regimes in the 
field of natural protection and the regulation of hazardous substances, wastes, 
and chemicals is a significant field of cooperation that can increase the effec-
tiveness of regimes.

The Challenge of the Anthropocene: Changing the Operational 
Context for IERs

Considering the deep, sweeping, and permanent impact humans have been 
making on the planet for a long time, scientists have proposed the designation 
of a new geological period –the Anthropocene Epoch– which sees humanity 
as a power affecting the biophysical processes of the planet. The Anthropocene 
designation would signal the end of the Holocene Epoch, which has lasted 
11,700 years and has provided favorable and stable conditions to enable hu-
mans to develop and civilization to reach its current state in earth’s history.32 
The Anthropocene concept stresses that human activity has caused permanent 
changes in the earth system and highlights that humans have played and con-
tinue to play a determining role in the dynamics of the earth system. 

Whether the present era receives a new name or not, there is little doubt that 
new planetary conditions emerging from human activity have changed the 
context in which regimes must operate. It is no longer possible to talk about 
an external, given, and stable planet. There is a need for designing planetary 
governance tools that address the complex, nonlinear, interconnected, and un-
predictable earth system context and its uncertain parameters, which humans 
have shaped with their own activities.33 Adapting to the planetary context of the 
Anthropocene is a critical issue for the effectiveness of IERs. Many researchers 
working in the field of regime effectiveness, primarily Underdal, suggest that 
the key determinant of effectiveness is an institutional structure that corre-
sponds to the nature of the problem.34 Unfortunately, IERs are not designed to 
respond to the challenges brought about by the Anthropocene Epoch. It would 
be beneficial to underline certain implicit qualities of environmental regimes 
to show why IERs are unable to cope with the challenges of the Anthropocene 
and point toward potential directions for improvement.

In the first place, the fact that the establishment and operational processes of 
IERs are at present state-centric in their approach inhibits the adoption of an 
earth system perspective, which is needed for coping with the challenges of the 
Anthropocene.35 A state-centric structure imposes parameters for action that 
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have to do with territorial and geopolitical concerns. However, the earth sys-
tem perspective requires moving beyond the boundaries of territorial sover-
eignty and thinking in an unprecedented, transnational way. As stated earlier, 
when the rules of the regime turn into the outcomes of a negotiation process 
where states’ interests are reconciled, the result obtained fails to go beyond the 
least common denominator. With a state-centric perspective, it is not possible 
to define the problem correctly or to develop ambitious norms that actually 
correspond to the nature of the problem. Therefore, an inclusive democratic 
setting, where decisions, in their broadest sense, are taken by those who are af-
fected by them, is essential for regime effectiveness. Transparent and inclusive 
decision-making processes that set a basis for regimes to be seen as legitimate 
would enhance the adaptive capacity of the regime. Envisioning democratic 
practices that encompass the whole planet would offer a new initiative in this 
direction. 

Another intrinsic property of environmental regimes is that these regimes de-
pend on the human/nature dichotomy. An anthropocentric motive is domi-
nant in environmental regimes, which prioritizes human health, well-being, 
and interests. This leads to neglect of the integrity of socio-ecological processes 
and the interconnectivity and complex relations between human and non-hu-
man elements.36 Since it is not possible to define the problem correctly in the 
context of the false dichotomy between humans and the natural elements sur-
rounding them, the solution to the problem is impossible to find.

Another feature of IERs that prevents them from responding appropriately to 
the challenges of the Anthropocene is that they refer to the stable conditions 
of the Holocene.37 Under the stable conditions of the Holocene, adaptation to 
ecological dynamism was accepted as an issue far removed from being a ques-
tion of the regimes.38 Yet, going beyond the planetary boundaries that define 
the safe operating space for humanity means a future where uncertain, indeci-
sive, complex, and unpredictable conditions dominate the earth system.39 Re-
gimes that are designed according to the stable, predictable Earth perception 
are unfortunately unlikely to be successful under the unpredictable conditions 
of the Anthropocene. 

Another property of IERs that does not match up with the actual conditions 
of the Anthropocene is that they scale and separate environmental problems. 
In environmental regimes, problems are defined either within spatial borders 
or in the context of specific issue areas. This reductive approach is the exact 
opposite of the holistic approach required by the earth system perspective. The 
lack of a holistic approach in IERs has resulted in “problem shifting rather 
than problem-solving,” because a policy implemented as a solution within a 
given regime may lead to ecological problems of a different type.40 The global 
interconnectivity of problems exceeds the scope of specific environmental 
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policymaking prevalent in environmental re-
gimes. In short, environmental regimes lack 
an inclusive perspective based on ecological 
integrity. 

One of the topics marginalized by IERs is 
structural or systemic inequality and injus-
tice, which are in fact closely related to en-
vironmental problems. It is difficult to claim 
that social inequalities among people, nations, and communities are taken 
into consideration by environmental regimes. Yet planetary thinking practices 
cannot be considered separately from social justice. The nature of global en-
vironmental change, which walks hand in hand with increasing injustice and 
inequality, indicates that these problems are in fact intertwined and insepara-
ble. Thus, the effectiveness of IERs in the Anthropocene will depend on their 
efforts for not only a safe but also a fair world. In addition, paying attention 
to concerns about justice in environmental regimes would be a response to 
criticism of the Anthropocene concept. The Anthropocene concept has often 
been criticized for holding ‘humanity’ as a general category responsible for the 
damage without considering the ongoing injustice and inequalities through-
out history, and for covering up inequalities.41 Therefore, it is important that 
inequality concerns be taken into consideration in order for regimes to be seen 
as legitimate global governance tools. Although the term planetary justice 
mainly refers to social justice, the intertwined nature of the socio-ecological 
systems in the Anthropocene requires thinking about our obligations owed to 
nonhuman entities within the framework of justice. Humans’ responsibility to 
non-human elements and the rights of nature form the basis of the planetary 
justice concept.42

Although the Anthropocene has not yet been officially declared as a geological 
epoch, the discursive power of the concept has an actuating potential. The An-
thropocene argument confronts humans with the consequences of their activ-
ities and makes them face a number of questions and problems concerning the 
continuity of life and, more importantly, with the increasingly urgent responsi-
bility of generating solutions.43 From this point of view, the Anthropocene can 
be said to have a potentially strong transformative effect on political aims and 
preferences as well as ethical values and beliefs. Biermann defines the transfor-
mative potential of the Anthropocene as a ‘constitutional moment’ for gener-
ating more radical and effective models in global environmental governance.44

In order to develop effective environmental regimes that can cope with the 
challenges of the Anthropocene, then, the earth system perspective should be 
made an intrinsic property of the institutional structure and functioning of re-
gimes. There are varying ideas about how this should be achieved. Fernandéz 
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and Malwé suggest that a framework convention based on the planetary bound-
aries can be a guide for IERs.45 Kim and Bosselmann address the importance 
of specifying an integrative ultimate goal for international environmental law: 
“The protection of Earth’s ecological integrity has emerged as a common de-
nominator among international environmental law instruments.”46 Maintain-
ing ecological integrity requires complying with the planetary boundaries to 
keep the planet in a Holocene-like state. Thus, ecological integrity can be used 
as a key criterion of legitimacy for states’ behaviors.

There are many MEAs devoted different environmental problems and it is so 
important to coordinate between them. It is actually not a new idea to coor-
dinate MEAs, which are the constituent elements of IERs, each of which is di-
rected to a different goal. The need for integration and coordination has long 
been pointed out by criticizing global environmental governance composed 
of the fragmented structure of MEAs. What is new at this point is achieving 
this integration on the basis of the planetary boundaries. Similarly, the con-
cept of ecological integrity is included in important international arrange-
ments such as the World Charter for Nature (1982), the Rio Declaration on 
Environment and Development, and Agenda 21 (1992). The establishment 
of the necessary conditions for the ecological integrity to be an ultimate goal 
has been made possible through increased data and scientific research on the 
functions of the earth system, planetary boundaries, and the challenges of the 
Anthropocene. 
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A remarkable general recommendation for 
including an earth system perspective based 
on the planetary boundaries into IERs is 
through soft law arrangements. As is well 
known, the legal basis and constituent ele-
ment of IERs are MEAs. However, it would 
be misleading to reduce IERs to MEAs that 
require ratification to take effect. The whole 
institutional structuring of MEAs consti-
tutes the main context in which a regime 
emerges and develops; this context includes 
legally binding norms as well as more flexible, softer arrangements and cus-
toms. The flexibility and adaptation capacity provided by soft arrangements 
offer a more convenient ground in this respect. Some issues that cannot be 
expressed explicitly due to certain legal criteria can be expressed implicitly in 
soft arrangements. For instance, normative suggestions that could be rather 
radical for such hard law arrangements as rights of nature, ecological democ-
racy, earth system governance and law, and earth system integrity may pro-
vide a framework and basis for the creation of much more ambitious norms.47 
More flexible rules within a regime may sometimes yield more effective re-
sults than strict laws. In areas that are not regulated by legal texts, ethical 
and philosophical initiatives that direct our behavior are also a part of the 
regime. These inspiring ideas, values, and beliefs cannot find a place within 
the self-constraint criteria of mainstream legal texts. Thus, institutionalizing 
them through soft arrangements may be a more applicable option under cur-
rent conditions. 

Conclusion

IERs are the most significant tools of environmental governance at present. 
Many MEAs that set the legal foundations of regimes have long been in effect. 
A number of states are parties to these agreements and MEAs are major ex-
amples of global cooperation in the field of environment. Many MEAs have 
evolved into inclusive, institutional regimes over time through the creation of 
new scientific and technical advisory bodies, the development of new mecha-
nisms for compliance, supervision, and capacity-building, and strengthening 
cooperation with external stakeholders. While setting the framework of the 
fight against environmental problems, regimes also help forma public opinion 
by providing scientific knowledge and data about the problem and keeping it 
on the agenda. In short, regimes undoubtedly matter. 

On the other hand, environmental indicators show that global environmental 
change has reached a dramatic level despite the ongoing efforts of regimes. 
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The fact that IERs, whose raison d’être is to generate solutions for environ-
mental problems through cooperation, have not achieved sufficient success in 
this respect makes the effectiveness of environmental regimes a controversial 
issue.

Effectiveness is a core topic for IERs. Thus, steps intended to increase regime 
effectiveness are being taken continuously within the institutional structure of 
regimes. Increasing transparency and accountability, including environmental 
justice concerns and enhancing cooperation with external stakeholders, are 
among the interventions intended to increase regime effectiveness. One of the 
latest trends is to develop a more flexible system that operates through bot-
tom-up voluntary contributions instead of obligations specified in a top-down 
manner. However, it is debatable whether such flexible arrangements will in-
crease the effectiveness of regimes or not. 

Indeed, despite all these efforts, it is difficult to say whether IERs will be suc-
cessful under current conditions for one unavoidable reason: IERs lack the 
earth system perspective that can help them confront the challenges brought 
about by the Anthropocene. The Anthropocene requires the development of 
a holistic perspective that will enable us to see the earth system as a single, 
intertwined socio-ecological system. However, environmental regimes are 
state-centric institutions based on the human/nature dichotomy; they depend 
on the stable conditions of the Holocene and approach environmental prob-
lems with a reductive perspective by separating them from each other. These 
intrinsic properties of regimes render them ineligible for generating responses 
to the challenges of the Anthropocene. Yet the effectiveness of regimes de-
pends on their ability to adapt to the new and unique context in which they 
exist and to transform in such a way that they can respond to the challenges 
facing the planet today. 
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